
Activities for “The Good Shepherd”: John 10:1-18 (25th April) 

The children and adults are hearing the same story today, about how Jesus is like 

a good shepherd, taking care of his sheep (us) and being ready to die for them. 

 

Make a sheep 

Use one or more of the templates from the resources section to make some 

sheep.  Alternatively draw your own sheep picture, like a cloud with a head, and 

add two clip-on clothes pegs to make legs, so it stands up.  You could stick on some 

cotton wool too.  Use bricks or farmyard fences to build a sheep pen for the 

sheep.  Play with the sheep, taking them out of the pen and leading them to 

pretend water and grass, then taking them back and shutting them safely inside 

the pen at night.  Jesus looks after us, like a shepherd looking after sheep. 

 

Hunt the sheep 

Hide the sheep you have made around the house and challenge someone else in 

your household to find them.  Jesus is the Good Shepherd, who looks for his 

sheep (us) when they get lost or wander off the right path. 

 

Shepherd and sheep role play 

Take turns with other members of your household to be the ‘shepherd’ and the 

‘sheep’.  Make a sheep pen in the corner of a room with furniture or cushions.  The 

‘shepherd’ can lead the ‘sheep’ to different places for food and water and then 

take them safely back to the pen at night.  The ‘shepherd’ lies down at the 

entrance of the pen, like a gate, to guard the ‘sheep’ from wild animals.  Another 

member of the household could pretend to be a wolf, who must be chased away 

from the ‘sheep’ by the ‘shepherd’.  Jesus cares for us like this and keeps us safe. 

 

Jesus knows your name 

Just like a good shepherd knows the names of all his sheep, so Jesus knows you by 

name.  He knows you and everything about you.  Write you name in large letters on 

a piece of paper and decorate it.  How does it feel to know that Jesus knows your 

name and loves you?  Thank Jesus for knowing you and caring for you. 

 

Listening to God 

Jesus said that his sheep know his voice.  You probably know your mum or dad’s 

voice.  If someone else came to pick you up from school and called your name, you 

wouldn’t go with them because it wasn’t your mum or dad’s voice.  Ask two people 

to pretend to be the ‘good shepherd’ and the ‘bad shepherd’ and go into different 

rooms to call you.  When you hear the “good shepherd’s voice”, go to them, but 

stay where you are when you hear the “bad shepherd’s” voice. 


